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Abstract
We introduce a method for using deep neural networks to amortize the cost of inference
in models from the family induced by universal probabilistic programming languages,
establishing a framework that combines the
strengths of probabilistic programming and
deep learning methods. We call what we do
“compilation of inference” because our method
transforms a denotational specification of an
inference problem in the form of a probabilistic program written in a universal programming language into a trained neural network
denoted in a neural network specification language. When at test time this neural network
is fed observational data and executed, it performs approximate inference in the original
model specified by the probabilistic program.
Our training objective and learning procedure
are designed to allow the trained neural network to be used as a proposal distribution in
a sequential importance sampling inference
engine. We illustrate our method on mixture
models and Captcha solving and show significant speedups in the efficiency of inference.

1

INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic programming uses computer programs to
represent probabilistic models (Gordon et al., 2014).
Probabilistic programming systems such as STAN (Carpenter et al., 2015), BUGS (Lunn et al., 2000), and
Infer.NET (Minka et al., 2014) allow efficient inference
in a restricted space of generative models, while systems such as Church (Goodman et al., 2008), Venture
(Mansinghka et al., 2014), and Anglican (Wood et al.,
2014)—which we call universal—allow inference in unrestricted models. Universal probabilistic programming
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Figure 1: Our approach to compiled inference. Given
only a probabilistic program p(x, y), during compilation we automatically construct a neural network
architecture comprising an LSTM core and various
embedding and proposal layers specified by the probabilistic program and train this using an infinite stream
of training data {x(m) , y(m) } generated from the model.
When this expensive compilation stage is complete, we
are left with an artifact of weights φ and neural architecture specialized for the given probabilistic program.
During inference, the probabilistic program and the
compilation artifact is used in a sequential importance
sampling procedure, where the artifact parameterizes
the proposal distribution q(x|y; φ).

systems are built upon Turing complete programming
languages which support constructs such as higher order functions, stochastic recursion, and control flow.
There has been a spate of recent work addressing
the production of artifacts via “compiling away” or
“amortizing” inference (Gershman and Goodman, 2014).
This body of work is roughly organized into two camps.
The one in which this work lives, arguably the camp
organized around “wake-sleep” (Hinton et al., 1995),
is about offline unsupervised learning of observationparameterized importance-sampling distributions for
Monte Carlo inference algorithms. In this camp, the
approach of Paige and Wood (2016) is closest to ours
in spirit; they propose learning autoregressive neural
density estimation networks offline that approximate
inverse factorizations of graphical models so that at
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test time, the trained “inference network” starts with
the values of all observed quantities and progressively
proposes parameters for latent nodes in the original
structured model. However, inversion of the dependency structure is impossible in the universal probabilistic program model family, so our approach instead
focuses on learning proposals for “forward” inference
methods in which no model dependency inversion is
performed. In this sense, our work can be seen as being
inspired by that of Kulkarni et al. (2015) and Ritchie
et al. (2016b) where program-specific neural proposal
networks are trained to guide forward inference. Our
aim, though, is to be significantly less model-specific.
At a high level what characterizes this camp is the fact
that the artifacts are trained to suggest sensible yet
varied parameters for a given, explicitly structured and
therefore potentially interpretable model.
The other related camp, emerging around the variational autoencoder (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Burda
et al., 2016), also amortizes inference in the manner we
describe, but additionally also simultaneously learns
the generative model, within the structural regularization framework of a parameterized non-linear transformation of the latent variables. Approaches in this
camp generally produce recognition networks that nonlinearly transform observational data at test time into
parameters of a variational posterior approximation,
albeit one with less conditional structure, excepting the
recent work of Johnson et al. (2016). A chief advantage
of this approach is that the learned model, as opposed
to the recognition network, is simultaneously regularized both towards being simple to perform inference in
and towards explaining the data well.
In this work, we concern ourselves with performing
inference in generative models specified as probabilistic
programs while recognizing that alternative methods exist for amortizing inference while simultaneously learning model structure. Our contributions are twofold:
(1) We work out ways to handle the complexities introduced when compiling inference for the class of generative models induced by universal probabilistic programming languages and establish a technique to embed
neural networks in forward probabilistic programming
inference methods such as sequential importance sampling (Doucet and Johansen, 2009). (2) We develop
an adaptive neural network architecture, comprising
a recurrent neural network core and embedding and
proposal layers specified by the probabilistic program,
that is reconfigured on-the-fly for each execution trace
and trained with an infinite stream of training data
sampled from the generative model. This establishes a
framework combining deep neural networks and generative modeling with universal probabilistic programs
(Figure 1).
We begin by providing background information and
reviewing related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we

introduce inference compilation for sequential importance sampling, the objective function, and the neural
network architecture. Section 4 demonstrates our approach on two examples, mixture models and Captcha
solving, followed by the discussion in Section 5.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1

Probabilistic Programming

Probabilistic programs denote probabilistic generative
models as programs that include sample and observe
statements (Gordon et al., 2014). Both sample and
observe are functions that specify random variables
in this generative model using probability distribution objects as an argument, while observe, in addition, specifies the conditioning of this random variable
upon a particular observed value in a second argument.
These observed values induce a conditional probability
distribution over the execution traces whose approximations and expected values we want to characterize
by performing inference.
An execution trace of a probabilistic program is obtained by successively executing the program deterministically, except when encountering sample statements
at which point a value is generated according to the
specified probability distribution and appended to the
execution trace. We assume the order in which the
observe statements are encountered is fixed. Hence
we denote the observed values by y := (yn )N
n=1 for a
fixed N in all possible traces.
Depending on the probabilistic program and the values
generated at sample statements, the order in which
the execution encounters sample statements as well
as the number of encountered sample statements may
be different from one trace to another. Therefore,
given a scheme which assigns a unique address to each
sample statement according to its lexical position in
the probabilistic program, we represent an execution
trace of a probabilistic program as a sequence
T

(xt , at , it )t=1 ,

(1)

where xt , at , and it are respectively the sample value,
address, and instance (call number) of the tth entry
in a given trace, and
PtT is a trace-dependent length.
Instance values it = j=1 1(at = aj ) count the number
of sample values obtained from the specific sample
statement at address at , up to time step t. For each
trace, a sequence x := (xt )Tt=1 holds the T sampled
values from the sample statements.
The joint probability density of an execution trace is
p(x, y) :=

T
Y
t=1

fat (xt |x1:t−1 )

N
Y
n=1

gn (yn |x1:τ (n) ) , (2)
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Figure 2: Results from counting and localizing objects detected in the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset (Everingham
et al., 2010). We use the corresponding categories of object detectors (i.e., person, cat, bicycle) from the
MatConvNet (Vedaldi and Lenc, 2015) implementation of the Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015). The detector output
is processed by using a high detection threshold and summarized by representing the bounding box detector
output by a single central point. Inference using a single trained neural network was able to accurately identify
both the number of detected objects and their locations for all categories. MAP results from 100 particles.
where fat is the probability distribution specified by the
sample statement at address at and gn is the probability distribution specified by the nth observe statement.
fat (·|x1:t−1 ) is called the prior conditional density given
the sample values x1:t−1 obtained before encountering
the tth sample statement. gn (·|x1:τ (n) ) is called the
likelihood density given the sample values x1:τ (n) obtained before encountering the nth observe statement,
where τ is a mapping from the index n of the observe
statement to the index of the last sample statement
encountered before this observe statement during the
execution of the program.

where δ is the Dirac delta function.
SIS requires designing proposal distributions qa,i corresponding to the addresses a of all sample statements
in the probabilistic program and their instance values i.
A proposal execution trace xk1:T k is built by executing
the program as usual, except when a sample statement
at address at is encountered at time t, a proposal sample value xkt is sampled from the proposal distribution
qat ,it (·|xk1:t−1 ) given the proposal sample values until
that point. We obtain K proposal execution traces
xk := xk1:T k (possibly in parallel) to which we assign
weights

Inference in such models amounts to computing an
approximation
of p(x|y) and its expected values Iζ =
R
ζ(x)p(x|y) dx over chosen functions ζ.
While there are many inference algorithms for universal
probabilistic programming languages (Wingate et al.,
2011; Ritchie et al., 2016a; Wood et al., 2014; Paige
et al., 2014; Rainforth et al., 2016), we focus on algorithms in the importance sampling family in the
context of which we will develop our scheme for amortized inference. This is related, but different to the
approaches that adapt proposal distributions for the
importance sampling family of algorithms (Gu et al.,
2015; Cheng and Druzdzel, 2000).
2.2

Sequential Importance Sampling

Sequential importance sampling (SIS) (Arulampalam
et al., 2002; Doucet and Johansen, 2009) is a method for
performing inference over execution traces of a probabilistic program (Wood et al., 2014) whereby a weighted
set of samples {(wk , xk )}K
k=1 is used to approximate
the posterior and the expectations of functions as
p̂(x|y) =

K
X

wk δ(xk − x)/

K
X
k=1

wj

(3)

j=1

k=1

Iˆζ =

K
X

wk ζ(xk )/

K
X
j=1

wj ,

(4)

k

w =

N
Y

k

gn (yn |xk1:τk (n) )

n=1

T
Y
fat (xkt |xk1:t−1 )
·
q
(xkt |xk1:t−1 )
t=1 at ,it

(5)

for k = 1, . . . , K with T k denoting the length of the
kth proposal execution trace.

3

APPROACH

We achieve inference compilation in universal probabilistic programming systems through proposal distribution adaptation, approximating p(x|y) in the framework of SIS. Assuming we have a set of adapted proposals qat ,it (xt |x1:t−1 , y) such that their joint q(x|y)
is close to p(x|y), the resulting inference algorithm
remains unchanged from the one described in Section 2.2, except the replacement of qat ,it (xt |x1:t−1 ) by
qat ,it (xt |x1:t−1 , y).
Inference compilation amounts to minimizing a function, specifically the loss of a neural network architecture, which makes the proposal distributions good in
the sense that we specify in Section 3.1. The process of
generating training data for this neural network architecture from the generative model is described in Section 3.2. At the end of training, we obtain a compilation
artifact comprising the neural network components—
the recurrent neural network core and the embedding
and proposal layers corresponding to the original model
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denoted by the probabilistic program—and the set of
trained weights, as described in Section 3.3.
3.1

Objective Function

We
use
the
Kullback–Leibler
divergence
DKL (p(x|y) || q(x|y; φ)) as our measure of closeness between p(x|y) and q(x|y; φ).
To achieve
closeness over many possible y’s, we take the expectation of this quantity under the distribution of p(y)
and ignore the terms excluding φ in the last equality:
L(φ) := Ep(y) [DKL (p(x|y) || q(x|y; φ))]
(6)
Z
Z
p(x|y)
=
p(y) p(x|y) log
dx dy
q(x|y;
φ)
y
x
= Ep(x,y) [− log q(x|y; φ)] + const.

(7)

This objective function corresponds to the negative entropy criterion. Individual adapted proposals
qat ,it (xt |ηt (x1:t−1 , y, φ)) =: qat ,it (xt |x1:t−1 , y) depend
on ηt , the output of the neural network at time step t,
parameterized by φ.
Considering the factorization
q(x|y; φ) =

T
Y

qat ,it (xt |ηt (x1:t−1 , y, φ)) ,

(8)

t=1

the neural network architecture must be able to map to
a variable number of outputs, and incorporate sampled
values in a sequential manner, concurrent with the
running of the inference engine. We describe our neural
network architecture in detail in Section 3.3.
3.2

Training Data

Since Eq. 7 is an expectation over the joint distribution,
we can use the following noisy unbiased estimate of its
gradient to minimize the objective:
M

1 X ∂ 
∂
L(φ) ≈
− log q(x(m) |y(m) ; φ)
∂φ
M m=1 ∂φ

(x

(m)

,y

(m)

(9)

) ∼ p(x, y), m = 1, . . . , M . (10)

Here, (x(m) , y(m) ) is the mth training (probabilistic
program execution) trace generated by running an unconstrained probabilistic program corresponding to the
original one. This unconstrained probabilistic program
is obtained by a program transformation which replaces each observe statement in the original program
by sample and ignores its second argument.
Universal probabilistic programming languages support
stochastic branching and can generate execution traces
with a changing (and possibly unbounded) number of
random choices. We must, therefore, keep track of
information about the addresses and instances of the
(m)
samples xt in the execution trace, as introduced in

Eq. 1. Specifically, we generate our training data in
the form of minibatches (Cotter et al., 2011) sampled
from the generative model p(x, y):

T (m) 
 N M
(m) (m) (m)
(m)
Dtrain =
xt , at , it
, yn
,
t=1

n=1

m=1

(11)
where M is the minibatch size, and, for a given trace
m, the sample values, addresses, and instances are re(m)
(m)
(m)
spectively denoted xt , at , and it , and the values
sampled from the distributions in observe statements
(m)
are denoted yn .
During compilation, training minibatches are generated on-the-fly from the probabilistic generative model
and streamed to a stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
procedure, specifically Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015),
for optimizing the neural network weights φ.
Minibatches of this infinite stream of training data are
discarded after each SGD update; we therefore have no
notion of a finite training set and associated issues such
as overfitting to a set of training data and early stopping
using a validation set (Prechelt, 1998). We do sample
a validation set that remains fixed during training to
compute validation losses for tracking the progress of
training in a less noisy way than that admitted by the
training loss.
3.3

Neural Network Architecture

Our compilation artifact is a collection of neural network components and their trained weights, specialized
in performing inference in the model specified by a
given probabilistic program. The neural network architecture comprises a non-domain-specific recurrent
neural network (RNN) core and domain-specific observation embedding and proposal layers specified by the
given program. We denote the set of the combined
parameters of all neural network components φ.
RNNs are a popular class of neural network architecture which are well-suited for sequence-to-sequence
modeling (Sutskever et al., 2014) with a wide spectrum of state-of-the-art results in domains including
machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2014), video
captioning (Venugopalan et al., 2014), and learning
execution traces (Reed and de Freitas, 2016). We use
RNNs in this work owing to their ability to encode
dependencies over time in the hidden state. In particular, we use the long short-term memory (LSTM)
architecture which helps mitigate the vanishing and
exploding gradient problems of RNNs (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997).
The overall architecture (Figure 3) is formed by combining the LSTM core with a domain-specific observe
embedding layer f obs , and several sample embedding
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t

smp
prop
layers fa,i
and proposal layers fa,i
that are distinct
for each address–instance pair (a, i). As described in
Section 3.2, each probabilistic program execution trace
can be of different length and composed of a different
sequence of addresses and instances. To handle this
complexity, we define an adaptive neural network architecture that is reconfigured for each encountered
trace by attaching the corresponding embedding and
proposal layers to the LSTM core, creating new layers
on-the-fly on the first encounter with each (a, i) pair.

Evaluation starts by computing the observe embedding f obs (y). This embedding is computed once per
trace and repeatedly supplied as an input to the LSTM
at each time step. Another alternative is to supply
this embedding only once in the first time step, an approach preferred by Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015) and
Vinyals et al. (2015) to prevent overfitting (also see
Section 4.2).
At each time step t, the input ρt of the LSTM is
constructed as a concatenation of
1. the observe embedding f obs (y),
2. the embedding of the previous sample
fasmp
(xt−1 ), using zero for t = 1, and
t−1 ,it−1
3. the one-hot encodings of the current address at , instance it , and proposal type type(at ) of the sample
statement
for which the artifact will generate the parameter ηt of
the proposal distribution qat ,it (·|ηt ). The parameter ηt
is obtained via the proposal layer faprop
(ht ), mapping
t ,it
the LSTM output ht through the corresponding proposal layer. The LSTM network has the capacity to
incorporate inputs in its hidden state. This allows the
parametric proposal qat ,it (xt |ηt (x1:t−1 , y, φ)) to take
into account all previous samples and all observations.
During training (compilation), we supply the ac(m)
tual sample values xt−1 to the embedding fasmp
,
t−1 ,it−1
and we are interested in the parameter ηt in or∂
der to calculate the per-sample gradient ∂φ
−
(m)
log qa(m) ,i(m) (xt |ηt (x1:t−1 , y, φ))
t
t

to use in SGD.

During inference, the evaluation proceeds by requesting
proposal parameters ηt from the artifact for specific
address–instance pairs (at , it ) as these are encountered.
The value xt−1 is sampled from the proposal distribution in the previous time step.
The neural network artifact is implemented in Torch
(Collobert et al., 2011), and it uses a ZeroMQ-based
protocol for interfacing with the Anglican probabilistic
programming system (Wood et al., 2014). This setup
allows distributed training (e.g., Dean et al. (2012))
and inference with GPU support across many machines,

t1

t2

faprop
 i
observe

ht1

ht

ht2
...

LSTM
f obs

smple

fasmp
 i

xt1
at

one-hot

it
type at )

one-hot
one-hot
t

t1

t2

Figure 3: The neural network architecture. f obs :
observe embedding; fasmp
: sample embeddings;
t−1 ,it−1
xt−1 : previous sample value; at , it , type(at ): one-hot
encodings of current address, instance, proposal type;
ρt : LSTM input; ht : LSTM output; faprop
: proposal
t ,it
layers; ηt : proposal parameters. Note that the LSTM
core can possibly be a stack of multiple LSTMs.
which is beyond the scope of this paper. The source
code for our framework and for reproducing the experiments in this paper can be found on our project
page.1

4

EXPERIMENTS

We demonstrate our inference compilation framework
on two examples. In our first example we demonstrate
an open-universe mixture model. In our second, we
demonstrate Captcha solving via probabilistic inference
(Mansinghka et al., 2013).2
4.1

Mixture Models

Mixture modeling, e.g. the Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) shown in Figure 5, is about density estimation,
clustering, and counting. The inference problems posed
by a GMM, given a set of vector observations, are to
identify how many, where, and how big the clusters
are, and optionally, which data points belong to each
cluster.
We investigate inference compilation for a twodimensional GMM in which the number of clusters
is unknown. Inference arises from observing the val1
https://probprog.github.io/
inference-compilation/
2
A video of inference on real test data for both examples
is available at: https://youtu.be/m-FYEXVyQjQ
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Figure 4: Typical inference results for an isotropic Gaussian mixture model with number of clusters fixed to
K = 3. Shown in all panels: kernel density estimation of the distribution over maximum a posteriori values of the
means {maxµk p(µk |y)}3k=1 over 50 independent runs. This figure illustrates the uncertainty in the estimate of
where cluster means are for each given number of particles, or equivalently, fixed amount of computation. The
top row shows that, given more computation, inference, as expected, slowly becomes less noisy in expectation. In
contrast, the bottom row shows that the proposal learned and used by inference compilation produces a low-noise,
highly accurate estimate given even a very small amount of computation. Effectively, the encoder learns to
simultaneously localize all of the clusters highly accurately.
ues of yn (Figure 5, line 9) and inferring the posterior
number of clusters K and the set of cluster mean and
covariance parameters {µk , Σk }K
k=1 . We assume that
the input data to this model has been translated to
the origin and normalized to lie within [−1, 1] in both
dimensions.
In order to make good proposals for such inference, the
neural network must be able to count, i.e., extract and
represent information about how many clusters there
are and, conditioned on that, to localize the clusters.
Towards that end, we select a convolutional neural
network as the observation embedding, whose input is
a two-dimensional histogram image of binned observed
data y.
In presenting observational data y assumed to arise
from a mixture model to the neural network, there are
some important considerations that must be accounted
for. In particular, there are symmetries in mixture
models (Nishihara et al., 2013) that must be broken in
order for training and inference to work. First, there
are K! (factorial) ways to label the classes. Second,
there are N ! ways the individual data points could be
permuted. Even in experiments like ours with K < 6
and N ≈ 100, this presents a major challenge for neural network training. We break the first symmetry by,
at training time, sorting the clusters by the Euclidian
distance of their means from the origin and relabeling
all points with a permutation that labels points from
the cluster nearest the original as coming from the first
cluster, next closest the second, and so on. This is only
approximately symmetry breaking as many different
clusters may be very nearly the same distance away
from the origin. Second, we avoid the N ! symmetry by
only predicting the number, means, and covariances

1: procedure GaussianMixture
2:
K ∼ p(K)
3:
for k = 1, . . . , K do
4:
µk , Σk ∼ p(µk , Σk )
5: Generate data:
6:
π ←uniform(1, K)
7:
for n = 1, . . . , N do
8:
zn ∼ p(zn |π)
9:
yn ∼ p(yn |zn = k, µk , Σk )
10:
return yn

. sample number of clusters
. sample cluster parameters

. sample class label
. sample data

Figure 5: Pseudo algorithm for generating Gaussian
mixtures of a variable number of clusters. At test time
we observe data yn and infer K, {µk , Σk }K
k=1 .
of the clusters, not the individual cluster assignments.
The net effect of the sorting is that the proposal mechanism will learn to propose the nearest cluster to the
origin as it receives training data always sorted in this
manner.
Figure 4, where we fix the number of clusters to 3,
shows that we are able to learn a proposal that makes
inference dramatically more efficient than sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) (Doucet and Johansen, 2009). Figure 2 shows one kind of application such an efficient
inference engine can do: simultaneous object counting
(Lempitsky and Zisserman, 2010) and localization for
computer vision, where we achieve counting by setting
the prior p(K) over number of clusters to be a uniform
distribution over {1, 2, . . . , 5}.
4.2

Captcha Solving

We also demonstrate our inference compilation framework by writing generative probabilistic models for
Captchas (von Ahn et al., 2003) and comparing our re-
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1: procedure Captcha
2:
ν ∼ p(ν)
3:
κ ∼ p(κ)
4: Generate letters:
5:
Λ ← {}
6:
for i = 1, . . . , ν do
7:
λ ∼ p(λ)
8:
Λ ← append(Λ, λ)
9: Render:
10:
γ ← render(Λ, κ)
11:
π ∼ p(π)
12:
γ ← noise(γ, π)
13:
return γ

. sample number of letters
. sample kerning value

. sample letter identity

. sample noise parameters

a1 = “ν”
i1 = 1
x1 = 7

a2 = “κ”
i2 = 1
x2 = −1

a3 = “λ”
i3 = 1
x3 = 6

a4 = “λ”
i4 = 2
x4 = 23

a5 = “λ”
i5 = 3
x5 = 18

a6 = “λ”
i6 = 4
x6 = 53

a7 = “λ”
i7 = 5
x7 = 17

a8 = “λ”
i8 = 6
x8 = 43

a9 = “λ”
i9 = 7
x9 = 9

Noise:
displacement
field

Noise:
stroke

Noise:
ellipse

Figure 6: Pseudo algorithm and a sample trace of
the Facebook Captcha generative process. Variations
include sampling font styles, coordinates for letter placement, and language-model-like letter identity distributions p(λ|λ1:t−1 ) (e.g., for meaningful Captchas). Noise
parameters π may or may not be a part of inference.
At test time we observe image γ and infer ν, Λ.
sults with the literature. Captcha solving is well suited
for a generative probabilistic programming approach
because its latent parameterization is low-dimensional
and interpretable by design. Using conventional computer vision techniques, the problem has been previously approached using segment-and-classify pipelines
(Starostenko et al., 2015; Bursztein et al., 2014; Gao
et al., 2014, 2013), and state-of-the-art results have
been obtained by using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Stark et al.,
2015), at the cost of requiring very large (in the order of
millions) labeled training sets for supervised learning.
We start by writing generative models for each of
the types surveyed by Bursztein et al. (2014), namely
Baidu 2011 (
), Baidu 2013 (
), eBay (
),
Yahoo (
), reCaptcha (
), and Wikipedia
(
). Figure 6 provides an overall summary of
our modeling approach. The actual models include
domain-specific letter dictionaries, font styles, and various types of renderer noise for matching each Captcha
style. In particular, implementing the displacement
fields technique of Simard et al. (2003) proved instrumental in achieving our results. Note that the parameters of stochastic renderer noise are not inferred in
the example of Figure 6. Our experiments have shown
that we can successfully train artifacts that also extract
renderer noise parameters, but excluding these from

the list of addresses for which we learn proposal distributions improves robustness when testing with data
not sampled from the same model. This corresponds
to the well-known technique of adding synthetic variations to training data for transformation invariance, as
used by Simard et al. (2003), Varga and Bunke (2003),
Jaderberg et al. (2014), and many others.
For the compilation artifacts we use a stack
of two LSTMs of 512 hidden units each, an
observe-embedding CNN consisting of six convolutions and two linear layers organized as
[2×Convolution]-MaxPooling-[3×Convolution]MaxPooling-Convolution-MaxPooling-Linear-Linear,
where convolutions are 3×3 with successively 64, 64,
64, 128, 128, 128 filters, max-pooling layers are 2×2
with step size 2, and the resulting embedding vector
is of length 1024. All convolutions and linear layers
are followed by ReLU activation. Depending on the
particular style, each artifact has approximately 20M
trainable parameters. Artifacts are trained end-to-end
using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with initial
learning rate α = 0.0001, hyperparameters β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, and minibatches of size 128.
Table 1 reports inference results with test images sampled from the model, where we achieve very high
recognition rates across the board. The reported results are obtained after approximately 16M training
traces. With the resulting artifacts, running inference on a test Captcha takes < 100 ms, whereas durations ranging from 500 ms (Starostenko et al., 2015) to
7.95 s (Bursztein et al., 2014) have been reported with
segment-and-classify approaches. We also compared
our approach with the one by Mansinghka et al. (2013).
Their method is slow since it must be run anew for
each Captcha, taking in the order of minutes to solve
one Captcha in our implementation of their method.
The probabilistic program must also be written in a
way amenable to Markov Chain Monte Carlo inference
such as having auxiliary indicator random variables
for rendering letters to overcome multimodality in the
posterior.
We subsequently investigated how the trained models
would perform on Captcha images collected from the
web. We identified Wikipedia and Facebook as two
major services still making use of textual Captchas,
and collected and labeled test sets of 500 images each.3
Initially obtaining low recognition rates (< 10%), with
several iterations of model modifications (involving tuning of the prior distributions for font size and renderer
noise), we were able to achieve 81% and 42% recognition rates with real Wikipedia and Facebook datasets,
considerably higher than the threshold of 1% needed to
3

Facebook Captchas are collected from a page for accessing groups. Wikipedia Captchas appear on the account
creation page.
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Table 1: Captcha recognition rates.
Baidu 2011
Our method
99.8%
Bursztein et al. (2014)
38.68%
Starostenko et al. (2015)
Gao et al. (2014)
34%
Gao et al. (2013)
Goodfellow et al. (2014)
Stark et al. (2015)

Baidu 2013

eBay

Yahoo

reCaptcha

Wikipedia

Facebook

99.9%
55.22%

99.2%
51.39%

98.4%
5.33%
91.5%
55%
36%

96.4%
22.67%
54.6%
34%

93.6%
28.29%

91.0%

51%

99.8%
90%

deem a Captcha scheme broken (Bursztein et al., 2011).
The fact that we had to tune our priors highlights the
issues of model bias and “synthetic gap” (Zhang et al.,
2015) when training models with synthetic data and
testing with real data.4

tal challenges associated with its constituents: fast
and scalable inference on probabilistic programs, interpretability of the generative model, an infinite stream
of labeled training data, and the ability to correctly
represent and handle uncertainty.

In our experiments we also investigated feeding the
observe embeddings to the LSTM at all time steps
versus only in the first time step. We empirically verified that both methods produce equivalent results, but
the latter takes significantly (approx. 3 times) longer
to train. This is because we are training f obs end-toend from scratch, and the former setup results in more
frequent gradient updates for f obs per training trace.5

Our experimental results show that, for the family
of models on which we focused, the proposed neural
network architecture can be successfully trained to approximate the parameters of the posterior distribution
in the sample space with nonlinear regression from
the observe space. There are two aspects of this architecture that we are currently working on refining.
Firstly, the structure of the neural network is not wholly
determined by the given probabilistic program: the invariant LSTM core maintains long-term dependencies
and acts as the glue between the embedding and proposal layers that are automatically configured for the
address–instance pairs (at , it ) in the program traces.
We would like to explore architectures where there is a
tight correspondence between the neural artifact and
the computational graph of the probabilistic program.
Secondly, domain-specific observe embeddings such as
the convolutional neural network that we designed for
the Captcha-solving task are hand picked from a range
of fully-connected, convolutional, and recurrent architectures and trained end-to-end together with the rest
of the architecture. Future work will explore automating the selection of potentially pretrained embeddings.

In summary, we only need to write a probabilistic
generative model that produces Captchas sufficiently
similar to those that we would like to solve. Using our
inference compilation framework, we get the inference
neural network architecture, training data, and labels
for free. If you can create instances of a Captcha, you
can break it.

5

DISCUSSION

We have explored making use of deep neural networks
for amortizing the cost of inference in probabilistic
programming. In particular, we transform an inference
problem given in the form of a probabilistic program
into a trained neural network architecture that parameterizes proposal distributions during sequential
importance sampling. The amortized inference technique presented here provides a framework within which
to integrate the expressiveness of universal probabilistic programming languages for generative modeling
and the processing speed of deep neural networks for
inference. This merger addresses several fundamen4
Note that the synthetic/real boundary is not always
clear: for instance, we assume that the Captcha results in
Goodfellow et al. (2014) closely correspond to our results
with synthetic test data because the authors have access to
Google’s true generative process of reCaptcha images for
their synthetic training data. Stark et al. (2015) both train
and test their model with synthetic data.
5
Both Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015) and Vinyals et al.
(2015), who feed CNN output to an RNN only once, use
pretrained embedding layers.

A limitation that comes with not learning the generative model itself—as is done by the models organized around the variational autoencoder (Kingma and
Welling, 2014; Burda et al., 2016)—is the possibility
of model misspecification (Shalizi et al., 2009; Gelman and Shalizi, 2013). Section 3.2 explains that our
training setup is exempt from the common problem of
overfitting to the training set. But as demonstrated
by the fact that we needed alterations in our Captcha
model priors for handling real data, we do have a risk of
overfitting to the model. Therefore we need to ensure
that our generative model is ideally as close as possible to the true data generation process and remember
that misspecification in terms of broadness is preferable to a misspecification where we have a narrow, but
uncalibrated, model.
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